
Going for Gold Shmuli Simon

In 1992, Linford Christie won Olympic Gold in the 100 metres. At the

time, we were neighbours and, together with my siblings, I went round

to his house to congratulate him. We each got to wear the Gold medal.

The IOC certainly doesn't scrimp on these things; those medals are

heavy. That was a lot of gold.

In the first posuk of Devarim, the Torah recalls some of Bnei Yisrael's

weaker moments, including “Dei Zahav”, which Rashi tells us is a

reference to Eigel HaZahav. Rashi comments that, if vowelised differently,

“VeDi Zahav” could equally be read “VeDei Zehav”, alluding to the fact

that Bnei Yisrael was able to create Eigel HaZahav because of the

abundance of gold.

Several years ago, I was asked to travel on business with less than 12

hours' notice. I couldn't get home before the flight to pack, so my PA

arranged for a case to be collected from my house and brought straight

to the airport. When my luggage was delivered to me at the Check-In

counter, it was overweight and, unwilling as I was to pay any penalties, I

was forced to send some items back home.

A few months later, while travelling again, I boarded a small aircraft for a

short internal flight. Aware of a commotion at the plane's door, it

transpired that the stewardess had refused to allow a passenger to

board because of his size, despite his protestations and his willingness

to buy an extra seat.

Clearly, my fellow passenger would not be able to lose weight in time to

board our flight but, on the earlier flight, I was willing and able to reduce

the weight of my luggage because I knew that doing so would not

prevent me from reaching my final destination.

In the same year that Christie won his Gold medal, 18-year old, Danielle

Williamson, won Gold in the Girl's English Schools' Cycling Championship

but she was the only girl on the track. Interviewed recently, she said “I

was named national champion but it wasn't that much of an achievement

because there was no one else in the race. I had to go round the track on
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Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 7.25pm

Candle Lighting and Shabbos 7.35pm - 7.50pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am

Maariv & Eicha 10.31pm

y"w onf seq 9.16am

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 7.30pm

my own and I got the gold.” So, is it really important to win Gold?

If it is all about the Gold, then the majority of the thousands of athletes

completing in this summer's Olympic and Paralympic Games will fail, as

there is a disproportionately high ratio of athletes to medals. Conversely,

it cannot be enough just to participate. Instead each athlete will

endeavour to achieve his/her personal best and that will be their

individual measure of success.

“Dei Zahav” is the weight we cannot shift that, according to Rashi,

brought about material wealth and made it inevitable that Bnei Yisroel

would sin. We know that, if we are obsessed with material things, it is

harder for us to grow spiritually. However, if we treat material possessions

as excess baggage, knowing that without it we can still arrive at our final

destination, we can (bli neder) focus better on our Avodos Hashem.

On Tisha B'Av we daven for Moshiach and a time of spiritual bliss and

delight, when swords will be crushed into plow shares and the lion will

walk docilely next to the lamb. So, it is no coincidence that the leining on

Shobbas Erev Tisha B'Av begins with Moshe's rebuke Eigel HaZahav, as it

provides us with a timely reminder of the dangers of gashmius to our

spiritual well-being. Similarly, the restrictions that we take on throughout

the Three Weeks leading up to Tisha B'Av enable us to concentrate on

achieving our personal, spiritual best, in the hope that we can speedily

bring about the coming of Moshiach.

We sing on Friday evening the following poetic words, "Lovers of

Hashem, those who long for the building of The Temple, delight and

rejoice on the Holy Shabbos, like one who has received an endless

inheritance..."

What does loving HASHEM and longing for the rebuilding of The Temple

have to do with the depth of delight we have on the Holy Shabbos?

The story is told about a sole survivor of a shipwreck who washed up on
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Mazel Tov to the Rov & Rebbetzen on the birth of a

granddaughter, born to Mr & Mrs Moshe Chaim Cohen.

Maariv on Motzei Shabbos

Tisha B’Av Programme

Holiday Minyanim

A reminder that on Motzei Shabbos, we will be Davenning

Maariv 15 minutes after Nacht.

We invite all members of the Kehilla to join us for our Tisha

b’Av programme starting at 6.45pm

With the holiday season nearly upon us, we issue our annual

appeal for all members in town to support the regular Shul

Minyanim during this time when many people will be away..

Motzei Shabbos 10.16pm

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 6.00pm / 9.11pm

Tisha B’Av Programme 6.45pm

1st Mincha followed by Shiur 2.00pm

Shacharis & Kinnos 8.30am
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Halacha Notes - Tisha b Av that falls on Shabbos'
Erev Shabbos

Shabbos

Moitzoei Shabbos

Sunday Night

Monday Morning
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Bring to Shul

Low chair or stool

Non leather shoes

Kinnos

No overt signs of mourning are allowed marital relations are

prohibited

All Shabbos Tefillos and meals as usual

Except

No is said at Mincha

No Pirkei Ovos is said at Mincha

Seudas Shlishi with the family as normal but subdued

Seudas Shlishi may include wine and meat

Before making a big Seuda Shlishi e g with friends consult the Rov

since it is a machlokes haposkim if it is allowed

Seudas Shlishi must finish before shkiah pm

Regular Torah learning is allowed until Shekia

All fast day restrictions commence at Shkiah except for changing

shoes and sitting on low chairs

After nightfall (10.15pm) men and women should say

, remove their shoes and all is permitted

in Shul will be at 10.25pm (10 minutes after Shabbos

is said during the Shemoinoh Esrei

A brocho should be made over a Havdoloh candle

No brocho is said on Besomim

and are not said

Havdoloh must be said before eating without a brocho on

Besomim or fire

Havdoloh may be made on wine or grape juice or any “national

drink”

Meat may not be eaten and wine may not be drunk

One may not listen to music

All other “nine Days” restrictions are lifted

All remaining restrictions are lifted after dawn (1.16am)
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a dessert island. After having taken care of his most basic needs of food,

clothing and shelter he began to forage soon after to satisfy the next level

of lacking, the need for human interaction. Looking down from a

mountain view he espied what seemed to be signs of civilization. His

hopes were confirmed when he stumbled upon a fully developed

housing and commercial district. People, however were not to be found

as he wandered from store, to store, to home calling out unsuccessfully

for a human response. After six full days, in a moment of lapse, he

suddenly felt a hand on his shoulder and noticed the streets bustling with

people. The stranger invited him to come to his house for Shabbos.

Nobody dare pause to answer his inquiries about where they had been

because they all claimed to be too busy "getting ready for Shabbos." On

Shabbos they would not speak about weekday matters.

He decided to wait till after Shabbos and meanwhile enjoy the high-

spirited prayer services, divine cuisine, deeply resonant words of Torah,

and angelic singing that accompanied the Shabbos there. After

Shabbos, with just the light of the flickering havdallah (traditional

observance marking the end of Shabbos) candle flashing in the eyes of

all, the final blessing was recited and the candle neatly plunged into the

awaiting dish of wine. Immediately the man began to ask but found to his

surprise that he was alone again. The next week after six days the same

scene transpired. Nobody uttered a word about the weekday activity

and where all had been. Shabbos, another delicious Shabbos passed

and after havdallah he was plunged into darkness and isolation again.

Enlightened by two previous experiences he waited till next week and at

the moment when the great dancing light of havdallah was about to be

extinguished he quickly grabbed the Rabbi's hand and refused to yield

until his curiosity was satisfied. Where does everyone go? Seeing that he

“meant-business” the Rabbi explained, "This town has been here for

hundreds of years as a port city even during the times of the Temple. Our

greatest joy was the three times of the year when special emissaries were

chosen and launched with great ceremony laden with a multitude of

gifts to represent the community in Jerusalem at The Holy Temple. Upon

their return we would live from holiday to holiday on the inspiring stories

of open miracles and the tangible holiness present at those splendid

events.

"One time we were awaiting the arrival of our messengers after the

holiday. We all stood at the beach at the appointed time. The whole day

went by and at the very end when the sun was setting the band started

to play as our ship appeared on the horizon. As it moored closer we

began to sense something was amiss. The lone figure on the boat sat

with his head bowed in silence. "We gathered around him riddling him

with questions till we grew silent and he spoke unspeakable words. He

whispered in barely audible tones this impossible uttering, 'The Temple

was destroyed!' We were all so shocked and hurt by the awful news that

our hearts burst with grief and we died a simultaneous death because of

our loss. In the heaven there was a great stir because we had all arrived
before our time and yet we had left the world. A compromise was offered

that since we died because of our love for The Temple we were sent back

to live out our appointed days on earth, only on Shabbos." That’s the

legend! What does it mean?

The Bais HaMikdash rested in a place where we went three times yearly to

be seen by and see HASHEM. The “eyes of the congregation” the

Sanhedrin sat in that place. It was a place where HASHEM impressed

human eyes with the certainty of His presence. Shabbos appeals to other

senses and takes precedence in many ways over the Holy Temple.

Therefore we cease building the Tabernacle to observe Shabbos and we

eat and rejoice when the 9th of Av falls on Shabbos! Shabbos offers the

experience of the Bais HaMikdash in time.

We once went to visit a blind woman in Jerusalem who was able to tell us

volumes of accurate incites about our children just from “feeling the room”.

We were amazed. When we left one of our little boys said, 'That lady can't

see with her eyes but she sure can see with her heart."

When a person loses their ability to see, we often find that other senses

become more heightened. That extra sensitivity, although not a complete

compensation, allows the person to apprehend reality. Similarly, without

The Temple, “The Almighty's Place”, where His presence could be visibly

perceived, we are stricken blind. However, if one loves to that degree and

truly longs to behold HASHEM’s presence, then Shabbos Kodesh-

“HASHEM’s Time” takes on a richer flavor of joy, consoling us each week

with the awesome gift of seeing HASHEM with our hearts.


